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Abstract
The strong increase in momentum behind the development of automated systems is
leading to a change in paradigm with regard to the distribution of control in humanmachine interaction. Therefore, in the context of automated driving, it is necessary to
explore fundamental questions such as the interaction between driver and vehicle.
However, the underlying automated driving functions are still under development and
thus can only be used for studies to a limited extend. From a technical point of view,
the introduction of automated systems results in an increased proportion of
probabilistic components. Due to the resulting non-determined behaviour of the
automation, it is difficult to perform studies in a systematic manner. A suitable method
to study the effects of such “intelligent” probabilistic systems are Wizard of Oz
(WoOz) setups, where a human simulates the behaviour of the system. The results
obtained through WoOz studies are promising, but considering the system behaviour
reproduced by the driving wizard researchers apply the method in different ways.
Furthermore, there seems to be a lack of systematics regarding the experimental
procedure, ethics and the guarantee of scientific quality. This article evaluates and
systematizes published experimental approaches and proposes a specification
language for the driving wizard’s behaviour.
Introduction
The introduction of automated vehicles is leading to fundamental changes in the
relation between vehicles, users and other traffic participants. To analyse this change
in relation real automated vehicles can only be used to a limited extend, since the
underlying driving functions are still under development. At the same time,
developers of the technical system need input on human abilities and restrictions in
interaction, which cannot simply be transferred from other domains like aviation or
process control. Gasser et al. (2015) give a detailed overview of relevant questions
related to level 3 automated driving. Additionally, the rise in automated driving
functions within the vehicle system leads to an increased proportion of probabilistic
components. However, from the perspective of human factors research, a more
deterministic behaviour of the technical system, i.e. the automation, is necessary to
evaluate human-machine interaction, since investigations could suffer from random
effects in scene interpretation, environmental influences or surrounding traffic
behaviour.
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A comparable situation was given in the area of human-computer interaction when,
for example, intelligent tutoring systems and speech or gesture recognition were
mature to be introduced but had to be evaluated in a systematic way. Here, the Wizard
of Oz (WoOz) paradigm was applied with great success and enabled research on
human-machine interaction in parallel to technical development. Within the
automotive research community, WoOz vehicles are also an established method for
analysing the effects of “intelligent” probabilistic systems that have not been fully
developed yet, such as automated vehicles.
Exemplary application of WoOz studies
WoOz studies are used when complex systems have to be evaluated prior to becoming
available. The systems are simulated by humans, the so-called wizards (Fraser &
Gilbert, 1991), in a hidden manner. Ideally, this causes users to believe that they are
interacting with the real technical systems rather than a simulated one (Bernsen et
al., 1994). John F. Kelley invented the WoOz paradigm in 1975 to simulate a not yet
functional speech recognition system (Green & Wei-Haas, 1985). Further studies
have followed using the WoOz paradigm to simulate natural language recognition
systems, such as Kelley (1983) simulating a software assistant to support users when
interacting with a digital calendar programme or Gould et al. (1983) simulating a
“listening typewriter”. From the early 1990s on the WoOz paradigm was also used to
prototype multi-modal recognition systems. Hauptmann (1989) simulated a graphics
programme that could be used to edit images through speech and gestural input, while
Robbe et al. (1997) simulated a spatial planning programme that could likewise be
controlled through speech and gestural input.
In the automotive sector, the WoOz methodology is commonly used to design user
interfaces (Pettersson & Ju, 2017), such as a multi-modal recognition system to
control non-driving related vehicle functions (Stecher et al., 2018). However, the
WoOz methodology can also be used to simulate automated vehicles. In this case, socalled driving wizards (Baltodano et al., 2015), simulate the automation by driving
the vehicle hidden from participants (Coelingh et al. 2018). When simulating natural
language or multi-modal recognition systems, the wizards do not sit in the same room
as the participants and the system to be simulated (Hauptmann, 1989; Stecher et al.,
2018). However, when simulating automated vehicles, driving wizards act as part of
the test tool and are located within the test tool (Müller et al., 2019) allowing them to
experience their actions in the same way as the participants.
In 2006 Kiss et al. (2006) developed a WoOz vehicle for the first time to simulate
driver assistance systems in real traffic conditions. In the same year, Schomerus
et al. (2006) developed the theatre-system technique, which is set in a driving
simulator and represents a special case: the deception used in WoOz studies can
deliberately be lifted so that researchers can directly get in touch with participants
(Schomerus et al. 2006). Fuelled by the development of the Ghost Driver
methodology (Rothenbücher et al. 2015) and the RRADS vehicle setup (Baltodano et
al., 2015), the WoOz paradigm is currently becoming more used to simulate
automated vehicles in real traffic.
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Common construction forms of WoOz vehicles
Studies involving vehicle occupants as participants require complex vehicle setups to
create the illusion of an automated vehicle. All these setups have in common that
usually a participant, a driving wizard and an interaction wizard occupy the vehicle.
The interaction wizard typically also acts as the investigator. The classification by
Manstetten et al. (2019) does not cover all published WoOz vehicle setups. Therefore,
a more systematized approach is proposed in the following.
WoOz vehicle setups used for occupant studies can be divided into setups where the
participant is seated in the front row or in the back row. Vehicle setups, where the
participant is seated in the back (see Figure 1), are typically used for simulating level 5
automation (Karjanto et al., 2018; Sandhaus & Hornecker, 2018; Sherry et al., 2018).
The driving wizard operates the vehicle by using the serial driver workplace. An
opaque partition obscures the vehicle controls and the driving wizard. Visibility to the
front of the vehicle for participants can be realised by mounting a TV displaying a
video of the environment (Karjanto et al., 2018) or by not covering the area between
the headrests and the vehicle roof (Sherry et al., 2018).
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Figure 1: Common WoOz vehicle setup where participants are seated in the back row

In case of participants sitting in the front row four different WoOz vehicle setups could
be identified (see Figure 2). These can be divided into setups, where participants can
drive the vehicle (Figure 2 bottom row) and ones where they cannot (Figure 2 top
row).
Setups where participants cannot drive the vehicle should be used for studying level 4
or level 5 automation since Requests to Intervene (RtI) typically cannot be
represented. One of these setups is based on a left-hand drive vehicle (see Figure 2
top left). To ensure the disbelief, the driving wizard and vehicle controls are hidden
using a partition between driving wizard and participant.
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Figure 2. Common WoOz vehicle setups where participants are seated in the front row
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Furthermore, the participant’s seat is equipped with a non-functional steering wheel.
Baltodano et al. (2015) developed this setup called RRADS (Real Road Autonomous
Driving Simulator). Another setup is based on a right-hand drive vehicle (see Figure 2
top right). The seating position of participants on the (in most countries) usual driver’s
side acts as a strong cue, that participants are not only passengers. To intensify this
feeling, the driving wizard and vehicle controls are concealed using either a partition
(Wang et al., 2017), a curtain (Weinbeer et al., 2017) or a hat with covers on the right
side (Rittger et al., 2017). To simulate a level 3 automation, Wang et al. (2017)
invented the Marionette system, where the driving wizard reproduces the exact input
that participants perform using dummy control elements. Weinbeer et al. (2017)
attached three displays to the dashboard that represented the highway lanes to simulate
an RtI to which participants had to react using dummy control elements.
In vehicle setups where participants are capable of driving themselves, they are always
provided with the serial vehicle control elements, whereas the driving wizard uses a
retrofitted driving environment. The driving wizard can sit either in the front row (see
Figure 2 bottom left) or in the backrow (see Figure 2 bottom right). These setups can
be used to simulate automation levels 2 to 4. Level 5 can be simulated with certain
limitations since the serial driving workplace provides a strong cue of needing to
control the vehicle at some point.
A dual front row input can be realised by providing the driving wizard with another
set of pedals and a hidden steering device integrated into the right door (Naujoks et
al., 2019). In this case, there is no visibility barrier to ensure that the vehicle is always
either controlled by the driving wizard or the participant during simulated RtIs. When
using a retrofitted steering wheel as a steering option for driving wizards, a visibility
barrier is installed to improve the illusion of an automated vehicle. However, to ensure
safe transfers of control during RtIs, the driving wizard must be provided with a
display of the current state of vehicle control (Sportillo et al., 2019). For WoOz
vehicles where the driving wizard is seated in the back, a semi-transparent glass, that
allows the driving wizard to view through the windscreen, separates the driving
wizard and the participant (Jarosch et al., 2019). As a special feature of this vehicle
setup, participants can sit completely by themselves in the front of the vehicle (Osz et
al., 2018).
Simulating automated driving behaviour
To simulate automated driving behaviour, the driving wizard must be able to
consistently reproduce an automated driving style. For this reason, it is advisable to
define the automated driving style and instruct driving wizards accordingly. The most
obvious instruction for driving wizards is to let them drive similar to their idea of how
automated vehicles will behave (Wang et al., 2017). Moreover, it is possible to instruct
driving wizards in a metaphoric way, e.g. by telling them to drive “similar to a
professional limo driver” or to achieve a smooth and conservative driving style
(Baltodano et al., 2015). Additionally, a qualitative description of the intended driving
style can be used. Possible parameters to be defined include the accelerating and
decelerating behaviour (Baltodano et al., 2015), the stopping behaviour (Ekman et al.,
2019), the distance to surrounding traffic (Ekman et al., 2019), the choice of lane
(Naujoks et al., 2019), the lane change behaviour (Weinbeer et al., 2018), the choice
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of gear (Ekman et al., 2019) as well as the position within a lane (Ekman et al., 2019).
The most detailed way of instructing driving wizards is to specify driving strategies
of automated vehicles by quantitative parameter sets. These can refer to the maximum
velocity (Jarosch et al., 2019; Naujoks et al., 2019; Omozik et al., 2019; Weinbeer et
al., 2018), a maximum lateral acceleration (Karjanto et al., 2018) or permitted ranges
for longitudinal acceleration and deceleration (Ekman et al., 2019). To realize the
predefined driving behaviour, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) and Lane Keeping
Assistant can be used (Rittger et al., 2017). However, one must be aware that this
holds the risk of unintentionally simulating a state-of-the-art system (Weinbeer et al.,
2018).
Methodology and good practices
Through the presence of a human wizard, a variety of cognitively demanding tasks,
that have not been implemented yet, can be simulated (Bernsen et al., 1994) to realise
novel systems fast and without technical development (Kiss et al., 2006). The WoOz
methodology allows for a timely user feedback as well as observations in a natural
environment and is cost-efficient (Stevens et al., 2019). Compared with existing
automated systems, the WoOz paradigm allows for less constrained experiments by
using improvisation through the wizard, but also more systematically constrained
experiments by omitting the limitations of an automated system (Osz et al., 2018).
Since the later technical realisation of the system is unclear (Stevens et al., 2019), one
methodological risk is to simulate the technical system in an idealistic way or to insert
human deficits into the simulation of machine-like behaviour. Furthermore, the
wizard is in a feedback loop with the surrounding traffic system. Compared to other
WoOz realizations this is a novelty. In general, it seems challenging to ensure the
scientific quality of results achieved using the WoOz paradigm. In this context, Müller
et al. (2019) identified the following main methodological challenges related to
WoOz:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Participants must be under the impression that they are interacting with a real
automated vehicle.
The simulated automated vehicle must behave as if it were a real automated
vehicle.
One driving wizard must be able to reproduce the pre-defined driving style at
different times.
Different driving wizards must be able to reproduce the pre-defined driving style.

As a result, when using the WoOz methodology, not only hypotheses considering the
research questions have to be tested, but also considering the comparability of test
drives and the believability of the illusion. Therefore, to ensure reliable and
comparable results, WoOz requires investigators to record, analyse and report
additional data compared to other research paradigms (Dillmann et al., 2019). These
include the driving dynamics produced by the driving wizard, the speed and location
of surrounding traffic participants, as well as the interface output displayed to
participants. Interviews and video recordings are useful to evaluate how participants
experienced the illusion created through WoOz (Maulsby et al. 1993). Moreover, not
all kinds of research questions can or should be answered by employing the WoOz
methodology. It should not be used for research questions where an input by the driver
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triggers a system reaction and when an introduction of a specific system in the market
has to be decided. In addition, take-over situations always have to be manageable and
therefore cannot be examined in situations with high urgency (Feldhütter et al., 2017).
Need for research
The authors propose an “inverted” Turing Test methodology to be able to validate
different driving wizards related to the research question under investigation and in
relation to the automation system under development. Furthermore, a taxonomy is
needed to describe the wizard’s driving and decision behaviour in a qualitative and
quantitative way. As it seems challenging to instruct and for the driving wizard to
monitor quantitative values while driving, a qualitative description seems reasonable
to instruct wizards in a metaphoric way on driving style and strategic behaviour on
the manoeuvring level. A quantitative description of the wizard’s driving behaviour
is necessary to enable a quantitative comparison between different data sets of one or
more wizards and with the automated system under investigation. It is informative to
compare different data sets using average values. However, a more differentiated view
on values gathered before, during and after certain manoeuvres seems to be necessary.
For this comparison, several metrics seem suitable, such as the minimum time to
collision (TTC_min), the frequency of lane changes, the minimum gap size of a lane
change as well as metrics quantifying the cooperation with other road users. Besides
objective data regarding the manoeuvres, it also seems necessary to describe the
environment at the time of the manoeuvre. This could be traffic density, number of
road lanes and time of day as well as weather and road conditions. Currently, there is
no criteria available to decide systematically between data sets produced by different
driving wizards in similar contexts or by the same driving wizard in differing contexts.
This problem is well known from field operational tests and naturalistic driving
studies. Systematic comparison and selection criteria should be checked for a potential
transfer. Additionally, it seems necessary to compare the simulated driving behaviour
created by driving wizards with that of a real automated vehicle.
Conclusion
The WoOz paradigm was invented in 1975 to prototype natural language recognition
systems. Nowadays it is becoming increasingly more popular to simulate automated
vehicles on real roads. Typical WoOz vehicle setups were identified, including a setup
where participants are seated in the back, setups based on left-hand drive as well as
right-hand drive vehicles and two setups where both the participant and the driving
wizard can drive the vehicle. The identified strategies to instruct driving wizards can
be divided into metaphoric, qualitative and quantitative instructions. Lastly, strengths
and weaknesses of the WoOz paradigm were discussed, possible fields of application
were evaluated and a further need for research to improve the scientific quality of
WoOz studies was determined.
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